
Back to office: meeting 05/11/2021 between CAB Breton and Oran P1 Ref. Ares(2021 )7526164 - 06/12/2021

(meeting in BERL-10:30 to 11:30)

For CAB Breton, the participants were Valére Moutarlier and Filomena Chirico.
Other EC participant: (CNECT) author of these notes. Personal data

For Orange:

The following topics were discussed:

Situation in the French and Spanish market

The regulatory approach diverges between France and Spain, the two major countries where 
Orange deploys fibre. Although there is strong infrastructure competition in both markets, 
Orange’s obligations were largely maintained in France while only part of Telefonica’s fibre 
remains regulated in Spain.

As OTTs occupy significant part of the traffic in telco’s networks and monetize their services, the 
increase of prices for electronic communications services should be a discussed (like in the 
energy sector).

The issue of replicability of bundled offers (including content) was also raised. The content as 
unregulated components of the retail offer, the only way to capture this is via economic replicability 
test and that is what CNMC does applying a joint replicability test for analysing bundles. The 
Commission is in the process of preparing its revision of Access Recommendations where ERT 
should also be part of this exercise.

Fragmentation of regulation

Orange noted that the regulation applies differently to different platforms e.g. mobile, fibre or 
satellite.
Copper still needs to be maintained as customers are still using it and in France decommissioning 
of copper will take place in 2024-2025.

Infrastructural investments Commercial interests - Art 4(2) first indent

Cloud services

The economic model for cloud differs from network industry. In that market the presence of strong 
non-European players is visible. It was stressed that the European ecosystem for edge cloud 
computing should also be involved.

RAN sharing
RAN sharing should be part of the European industrial policy and subject to 5G cybersecurity 
toolbox.
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